MEDIA RELEASE
For Immediate Release

ELFUEGO® NAMED BEST HALAL RESTAURANT AT HALAL AWARDS 2020

Elfuego® Manager, Muhammad Azan Bin Nawi receiving the certificate for “Best Halal Restaurant” from
the Director of HalalFoodHunt, Jumaiyah Mahathir

Singapore, 16 December, 2020 – Elfuego®, the first Halal concept by Western cuisine
group COLLIN’S®, has recently clinched the title of Best Halal Restaurant at the Halal
Awards 2020.

Elfuego® by COLLIN’S®
78 Airport Boulevard, Jewel Changi Airport #02-216 Singapore 819666

Held annually, Halal Awards is designed such that diners are encouraged to leave their
reviews on each nominated restaurant’s listing page during a two-month voting period
starting October 2020. The merchant that received the highest number of reviews with a
rating of at least 3.5 stars would then clinch the award in the respective category; and this
resulted in Elfuego® emerging as the top choice in the Best Halal Restaurant category.
Sharing the elation with the restaurant and culinary teams, COLLIN’S® Chief Executive
Officer Collin Ho said, “It is an honour to have our team’s dedication to service and culinary
excellence recognised by Halal foodies in Singapore. This spurs us to continue our daily
drive to serve more exceptional dining experiences in our restaurant.”
Elfuego® was featured receiving this prestigious award in The Awards Show, a pre-recorded
one-hour show on HalalFoodHunt’s Facebook and YouTube Channels on 10 December,
2020. This Awards Show was highly anticipated by foodies as the results of the Best Food
of 2020 in each of the categories were announced during the ceremony. On 12 December,
2020, the Director of HalalFoodHunt, Jumaiyah Mahathir presented the certificate – Best
Halal Restaurant at Elfuego®.
Helmed by Head Chef Koh Han Jie - winner of the Fabristeel Rising Chef of the Year (Male)
at the World Gourmet Awards 2020 - Elfuego® recently launched a new Set Lunch Menu
featuring the “Red Sea Prawn Ceviche” with Preserved Lemon and Espellette Pepper,
becoming the first restaurant in Singapore to feature the newly-launched Red Sea Prawns
from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Dining reservations can be made through the website at https://elfuego.sg/reservations/.

###

Address:
Jewel Changi Airport,
78 Airport Boulevard, #02-216
Singapore 819666
Tel: +65 6513 0716

Opening hours:
Daily: 10 a.m. – 11 p.m.
(Last order at the restaurant: 10 p.m.)

For more information, please visit www.elfuego.sg
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About Elfuego®
Located in the iconic Jewel Changi Airport, Elfuego® by COLLIN’S® (#02-216) is the first
Halal restaurant concept introduced by the award-winning local F&B brand - COLLIN’S®.
As part of COLLIN’S® expansion into upmarket outlets and fine-dining options, Elfuego®
revolves around an exceptional dining experience, offering culinary standard European
cuisine by our award-winning local team of Chefs.
The restaurant aims to redefine the dining experience for both local and international guests,
and is a modern Halal European restaurant that caters to both Muslim and non-Muslim
customers. With a warm, relaxed ambience that is paired with exceptional food, a dining
experience at Elfuego® is an invitation to share the joy of food and life’s pleasures in the
company of one’s friends and loved ones.
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